If you are a musician, a band, an author, an
actor, a comedian or an artist of any other kind
then this package is for you - providing that you
are currently unsigned and without a deal.

touch-up techniques. All of this means that you
can expect the final result to be much more than
just a photograph. This photographic experience
has been specifically designed for those people
who want a set

Because image is important
this package has been specially developed so that the UK’s new talent
can now afford a professional package with one of today’s most sought
after photographers. Having worked
in the industry for over ten years;
Sarahphotogirl really knows what
makes a good publicity shot, plus
she has the artist eye to make sure
you stand out from the rest of the
unsigned crowd. As a bonus; she’s
fun to work with too!
Although Sarah’s client list
includes the likes of Paul Weller,
Pete Doherty, Kaiser Chiefs, and
Sugababes, she has always enjoyed working with
unsigned bands and artists. This is why THE Unsigned Package was created. THE Unsigned
Package includes everything a band needs to present themselves professionally to management,
press or record companies. And what a difference
it can make to have professional photographs on
your Myspace and in your own promotional campaigns.
The photo shoot itself costs £499 and takes
two to three hours. Following this you will be
required to select three final images from a
unique online gallery. These images are then
worked on extensively, utilizing advanced photomanipulation and magazine -

of photos which will place them leagues above
the rest. What follows are comments from a few
of the many people who have already opted for
THE Unsigned package.

Testimonial One
Maria Jordan
Thanks for getting these to me so quickly.
I'm so excited that I’m clicking through them
faster than my hands will work. I think it will be
very difficult to choose as there are lots that I
love!
I love what you have captured - there is a
great quality that is continuous throughout the
shoot and we really managed to make it look
like 3 different shoots! The colour and everything is perfect and will definitely make me
stand out from the rest of the unsigned crowd!
Thank you for your time and incredible
talent! You have a fantastic gift. I have worked
with a lot of photographers and you are the nicest and most down to earth of them and the passion and beauty really comes across in your
work ■

Testimonial Three
Waking The Witch
Wow what a fantastic day and you young
lady are a genius! Never before have I seen the
girls tamed by a photographer!

Testimonial Two
The Skies
From the first call I made to Sarah I found
her extremely professional in her approach in
arranging everything and engaging with my band
“The Skies”

My previous experience of photo shoots
have always been traumatic, uncomfortable and
exhausting. I am un-photogenic and awkward
when faced with a camera but Sarah was having none of it. She moved us all into position in
a firm but gentle way which really helps us
awkward types who stiffen up at the first click.
When one is told where to stand and what to do
with the hands, the whole thing is easy. It's a
break through for me, especially to have such
lovely photographs at the end of it.
As a band it's incredibly important to
have great pictures but these aren't just pretty
pictures of us, they are so artistic and utterly
cool. Never in a million years could we have
come up with anything like this when left to
our own devices. I went home feeling exited,
inspired and considerably more photogenic
than I had ever imagined! ■

Her ability to work on the spot with little
preparation was refreshing, coupled with this her
creative approach in finding the right location
shoot to achieve the correct backdrop for the
band was well thought out and executed.
Since the first photo session with Sarah
she has assisted us with design work to our single
covers and logo enhancements, giving us honest
and true direction in what we should be doing,
her capabilities in her field are second to none ■

Terms and Conditions
1) The photo-shoot is available at this very special price for unsigned bands and any other creative artists in need of a portfolio. It is NOT available for weddings, commercial work, signed bands and established artists.
2) A date and time will be arranged by the client and Sarahphotogirl. The waiting list should be no longer than one month,
however if you are working to a deadline it might be worth contacting the photographer first to check available dates.
3) The shoot will take place at Sarahphotogirl’s studio or on location in Scarborough, North Yorkshire.
If required, Sarah will travel to the client’s chosen location however an extra fee covering travel expenses may be incurred.
4) THE Unsigned Package includes a 2-3 hour photo shoot with professional photographer Sarahphotogirl. The shoot is tailored specifically to the individual and Sarahphotogirl works intensively with her clients to achieve the results they want.
Following the shoot an online gallery is produced which includes all the best images from the shoot. The client then selects
three images which are digitally enhanced by the photographer before being presented to the client.
5) The images provided can be used for personal and promotional purposes only. A full terms and conditions will be provided on the day of the photo shoot, or before the shoot if requested.

